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ARE YOU AGE FIFTY-FIVE OR OVER? YOU ARE INVITED TO A 
SPECIAL PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO .... THE 
UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE ..... THREE WEEKS OF MORNING CLASSES 
AT USD'S LINDA VISTA CAMPUS ..... TAUGHT BY EXPERTS AND COVERING 
A WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS .... FROM HEALTH TO HIGH UTILITY RATES ... 
MUSIC .... MEDICINE .... FINANCES .... THE FEE IS ONLY THIRTY-FIVE 
DOLLARS .... . 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY OF THE 
THIRD AGE .... CALL TWO-NINE-ONE, SIX-FOUR-EIGHT-ZERO .... 
EXTENS[ON FOUR-FIVE-EIGHT-FIVE ... 
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